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Enschedé Lady Needs Identifying

De La Rue Photographic Essay

Any idea who she might be?

Oversea Dominions dummy stamps

A recent purchase from The Netherlands of some
Enschedé labels included one depicting a lady of
unknown identity. Can anyone please assist? Some
of the other labels are illustrated below as they had
not been seen previously. *

Understood to be from around 1925, this pair of
photographic essays was recently on offer at a
German auction and had a starting price of €150.

The labels with large X's were used for coil testing purposes,
while the other two were for company publicity purposes.

Printed versions exist imperforate (in single colour)
and perforated (two colours) with a favourite being
the one worded THOS. DE LA RUE & CO. LTD.
in place of OVERSEA DOMINIONS *
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Wiggins Teape and Samuel Jones
Dummy Stamps
...but are they only to be found printed in brochure?

Ever on the look-out for dummy stamps, your
compiler recently came across a brochure entitled
Wiggins Teape Stamp Papers in a library.
Tantalisingly within were some lovely dummy
stamps printed directly onto the pages and not
known to exist in true stamp form. As the brochure
was for reference only, the designs were photographed with a hand-held camera and are as good
as could be achieved without access to a scanner or
tripod. Note how four of the stamps relate to
Samuel Jones. *
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House of Questa Jersey Arms Presentation Card
Previously unrecorded card commemorated Jersey heraldry

In 1976, the Jersey Post Office issued a new
definitive series that commemorated the Coats of
Arms of Jersey families. Questa produced a three-

panel presentation card, the inner portion of which
was covered in an adhesive-coated film preventing
stamp removal and use for postal purposes. *

(left) Outside left front panel, right half of middle inside panel and right inside panel.
(right) Inside left panel, left half of middle inside panel and blank outside right panel. The back cover is unprinted.
The Questa balloon logo below is pre-printed onto the page and not a separate dummy stamp.
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Dodgy Harrison 'Essay' Card

More Home Created Rubbish

Origins unlikely to have been High Wycombe!

Second eBay seller now cashing-in on testing items

The item depicted below is surely a home-made
production. Nothing about it seems to ring true,
despite having a €200 estimate in a recent
reputable German auction house sale.

Further to the item in the previous issue of DS,
another seller on eBay, this time from France, is
producing items that are clearly dubious in nature,
despite often using 'liberated' official handstamps.

The pane of dummy
stamps from the 1972
Penrose Annual,
including the orange
3p value used on the
above 'essay' card.

Harrison would have had no reason to create such
an item and in any event did not use blank card for
essays, or utilise handstamps worded ESSAY - and
where are the other three designs in the perforated
block of four designs from the Penrose Annual?
It never sold and I think that was the right result. It
is probably another one of those situations where
the phrase "I know it's genuine, I made it myself
today" seems to apply! *

As these labels are known as "poached eggs", I
guess there is some French humour in using the
labels in conjunction with an Egg Parcel Post label!
Seriously though, an increasing number of such
items are being created and sold, especially through
online auctions. Prices may only be around a fiver,
but it does not take too many sales to start making
some serious money out of items that would otherwise sell for next to nothing. Beware!! *
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Prince Regent Essays

Harrison Peaceland Design Update

Do they depict King William IV?

More information has been found in America

This dummy stamp had been a mystery to your
compiler for many years until he chanced across
a snippet in The Great Britain Philatelist [GB] for
August 1962 where it states: "Prince Regent Essays –

While going through a complete run of the sadlydefunct Essay-Proof Journal [USA], information
was found about this, and 33 other (non-dummy)
designs by this Harrison freelance engraver.

Copies of this essay on the left*, rather crudely lithographed** in blue and
inscribed “SPECIMEN”, have recently been seen. Harry Nissen# tells us
that they were submitted to the GPO by Perkins Bacon & Co earlier this
century, and that he has seen a reversed engraved die proof^."

While your compiler cannot state categorically
that this is not King William IV, the image on the
dummy stamp appears not to be too life-like
based on contemporary paintings examined. *

The seven page article by Robson Lowe appeared in
the Q4 issue from 1984, where we learn that the
engraver's name was E W Crafer. Lowe writes:
"PEACELAND: A charming black and white drawing of a dummy stamp
which we have not recorded before is represented by the original sketch,
100 x 125mm and an imperforate proof 22.5 x 28mm., the last being
typographed (Ed: i.e. letterpress) in black. The design looks familiar with the
diving gull. It would have made a nice stamp for Newfoundland."

___________
*

of the magazine.

**

believed to actually be letterpress.

#

a stamp dealer.

^

presumably pulled from transfer roller.

It is now possible to show a
better quality scan of the
artwork, together with a
reproduction of the dummy
stamp at its intended size. *

Engraved die proof
comprising paste-up of
frame and portrait on
wove paper
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French phil@poste Joins the Ranks
of Printers of British Stamps for
the First Time Since 1943
Cartor sub-contracts its intaglio printing

McCorquodale 1879 Tender Cards
Dummy stamps pre-printed on postcards

Postcards have been found for sale that use the
McCorquodale dummy stamp from the 1879 tender
process, each with SPECIMEN defacement.

The 50p Castles pane intaglio print in the recent
Aerial Post Centenary Prestige Stamp Book (PSB)
was printed by the French State Printing Works
(known these days as phil@poste).
Only the intaglio part, though, as the rest of the pane
(i.e. the offset element) was printed by Cartor, along
with the rest of the booklet. It uses a brand new die
engraved by phil@poste and there are variations
between it and the Enschedé version from last year,
apparently. phil@poste was not supplied with the
original dies from BPMA unlike with Enschedé's
2010 PSB panes.

This is the first time that phil@poste has printed for
the British Post Office since the 1943 Jersey 'Views'
wartime issue, under very different circumstances
and when it was known as the French State Printing
Works.

Mise-en-Train (make-ready) proof on pink paper
and the equivalent issued stamp.

This is the fourth such issue of late from Cartor to
have utilised phil@poste, who are in partnership
with them for intaglio work, having done this recent
issue for GB, plus Slovenia, Thailand and Japan.
Although not dummy stamp related it was thought to
be of sufficient significance to record within these
pages, as the information has yet to appear in any
other publication examined thus far. *

Inset at right
is the dummy
stamp from
counter
sheets also
submitted
during the
tender.

The set of three had a starting price of £795 and
measure 70mm (down), x 120mm (across).They are
numbered '1', '2' and '3' in manuscript on the reverse.
Item '3' is on a pale buff card, while the other two
are apparently on white card (although the scan
indicates otherwise). All are 'Size A'.
They are listed and detailed in the book Specimen
Stamps and Stationery of Great Britain by Samuel
and Huggins and have not been seen for sale
previously by your compiler.
The scan quality is poor, but is worth illustrating in
the absence of better images in the interim. *
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Newly Found Waterlow Items

Raphael Tuck feedback

Discoveries continue to be made

A new slant on the Dickens label sheet

Two new Waterlow labels have recently been
found for sale online. The first item comprises a
block of ten Columbus design in a new layout
(extremely low-resolution image only available,
hence the pixelated look of the enlargement).

A reader kindly responded with valid points on this
issue. He wrote: "You speculate that Raphael Tuck were
not known as printers of stamps: that may well be the case but
I am unsure whether this is actually claimed. The inscription
on the right-side margin reads 'Engraved and printed...on handmade paper by...Tuck...'. At first reading I took it to mean that
the printing was by Tuck, but a second reading makes me
wonder if this is the case or whether they are actually meaning
'Printed (by A N Other) on paper handmade by Tuck'?
Another web-site that I
Found (dickensfellowship.ca
> 'Dickens on Stamps')
recognises the existence of
this sheet printed in England
on which the labels have a
face value of one penny, but
says that there was also an
American version with a
label face value of 2 cents.
Seeing that the Strand Magazine (as publishers of the sheets)
and Tuck (as (at least) suppliers of the paper) are both quoted
to be of 'London and New York'. This sounds feasible.

The other item (below) is of an oversize intaglio
receipt label, with embossed 2d duty stamp. *

This same site shows a label used on an envelope posted in
London with a postmark of 10 January 1910 - somewhat early
for the centenary of Dickens' birth on 6 February 1811. *
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Cartor Dummy Stamp Pin Badge

Crown Agents Souvenir Cover

A new approach to dummy stamps?

Dummy Sheet officially issued on CASB envelope

A recent purchase saw your compiler acquire a pin
badge from the early days of Cartor when based in
its previous factory location of L'Aigle (which
translates as The Eagle) in France.

I have never seen the Crown Agents officially issue
one of its dummy stamp sheets on cover, but that is
certainly what happened for the De La Rue printed
Coronation anniversary stamp issue in 2003.

The badge is enamelled in gold, white and what was
Cartor's corporate colour of blue and incorporates a
sharp point on its reverse for pushing through an
item of clothing, which is then secured by a clasp.
OK, so maybe it is not really relevant to our stamp
collections, but it's a bit of fun and when will
another one appear for sale, so it had to be bought,
especially as it cost under one euro. *

Questa Badge
Not to be outdone, Questa also issued a badge

A less exciting badge (and even less relevant to
these pages!) was issued by Questa many years ago.

A dummy stamp with the
design used on the badge.

Circular, it depicted the iconic balloon logo design
on a white background and was given away at
shows that Questa attended. It was presumably
aimed at children, although only adults were ever
observed picking-up examples for their collection.
Has any reader seen badges from other British
stamp printers, as yet another sideline collection
may be forming! *

Close-up of the pseudo-postmark
and the two dummy stamps.

The attractive dummy stamps sheet has been
cancelled by a commemorative handstamp depicting
Westminster Abbey in London and is worded
"CROWN AGENTS STAMP BUREAU / . 2 JUNE 2003 ."

Has any reader of Dummy Stamps ever seen similar
covers for any of the (many) other so-called
'Omnibus' stamp issues? If so, reports are welcomed
please for illustration here next time. *
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New Size of Harrison Arms
Dummy Stamp Reported

Harrison Proofing SPECIMEN
Handstamp

Unknown for decades but now found by a DS reader

Known used in 1962, but previously unseen

The well known so-called "Arms" issue produced by
Harrison and Sons has been discovered by a reader
in an enlarged size when compared to the normal
version.

Plate proofs of the United Nations 1962 Housing
and Urban Development commemorative stamp
issue have been found with a previously unrecorded
Harrison & Sons specimen handstamp.
The stamp proofs had a start price of €400 and were
seen in a German auction house sale catalogue long
after the auction had closed. It is unclear if the item
sold and, if so, at what price.

The photostat above left is imperforate and in black.
The horizontal lines are from the photostat and are
not on the actual dummy stamps. The image above
right is of the normally encountered size and to the
same British definitive stamp scale (actually, the
Patriots Maintain the Union version is illustrated).
Has anyone seen a similar item before, maybe in
other colours, or perforated? *

Samuel Jones Papers: USA Labels
Poster-style dummy stamps from Newark NJ

Further to the items on page two of this issue, the
three scans below are from an eBay lot relating to
the American arm of paper-makers Samuel Jones.

The handstamp is oval and reads "HARRISONS
PHOTOGRAVURE / — * —" around the edge
with SPECIMEN across its centre. *

BPMA PUC £1
Second copy offered by Rushstamps

It is understood that Rushstamps (Retail) Ltd
purchased a second copy of the limited edition of
fifty copies of the Enschedé printed 2010 PUC £1
Guildhall Art Gallery sheetlet of four in blue ink.

They are certainly attractive items in your compiler's
opinion and none of these particular designs have
been observed previously.
Although they publicise non-stamp printing papers,
they are related items, as they are for the printing of
poster stamps. Other American SJ designs exist. *

They are offering it for sale at the same price as the
original copy, i.e. a whopping £350.
It was overheard in the food area at the recent
Autumn Stampex exhibition that both copies remain
unsold and that the offer to purchase further
examples has been withdrawn, at least until the first
two sheets find a buyer. *
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Tullis Russell Celebrated 200
Years of Existence in 2009
Attractive souvenirs were issued for its clients
Tullis Russell is a specialist British stamp paper coater that
celebrated its bi-centenary with four souvenir items that are
of likely interest to readers.
There were two sheetlets of stamps depicting designs from
local schoolchildren, a stamp booklet and an attractive

miniature sheet. As if to emphasis its green credentials, the
MS has a pronounced green tint to the gumming.
Your compiler can reveal exclusively that all items were
printed by BDT, a security stamp printer based in the Irish
Republic. These are the first dummy items known to have
originated from BDT - a printer that seems to seek zero
publicity, taking the security part of its title very seriously.
Please be aware that Tullis Russell has confirmed that they do
not have any stocks of these items remaining and therefore
would not be in a position to supply copies to enquirers. *
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Full sheets of 16 dummy stamps in both designs.
The left-hand design is by Eva Colclough (aged 8) and the right by Jessica Duffy (aged 12).

Close-up scans of the bottom marginal imprint revealing the paper type used.
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World War One Intelligence
Forgeries of German Stamps
Dummy stamps helped the war effort

The American CIA states that "Government-sponsored
postal forgery for intelligence purposes began near the
end of the first world war" and that "The British were by
far the best because they were done by regular postage
stamp production facilities in England".

Testing Coils on Slogan Covers
Official Post Office slogan covers surface

Recently, a reader kindly provided your compiler
with examples of testing labels with slogan postmarks on official covers.
The fact that they are genuine is not in doubt, but the
reason for their creation is not. Can any reader assist,
please? *

The CIA report continued: "In 1918 the British,
having decided to organize a propaganda system to
undermine the enemy will to resist, mounted from Crewe
House, their propaganda headquarters, an operation for
distributing anti-regime pamphlets, leaflets, and newspapers in the territory of the Central Powers. They
planned to use air drops but also to post propaganda to
selected addresses through the enemy mails. For this
purpose they reproduced regular issue commondenomination stamps, such as German of 10pf and 15pf."
Unusual die on cover below
(background faded out to
highlight marking).
Unusual die on item below. Purpose?
Purpose unknown.

"When copies of these stamps appeared on the philatelic
market in 1921 (Ed: by stamp dealer Walter Behrens of
Brunswick), the philatelists soon discovered where and
by whom they had been printed. They found, by
comparing the papers, printing methods, gums, and
perforations, that they could have been produced only in
England, and only in the plant of De La Rue and Co, one
of the three printers then making stamps for the British
post office. The British government, pleading the
Official Secrets Act, has never admitted to authorship of
these issues."
Your compiler would not normally choose to argue with
the mighty CIA, but all other reports examined have
shown the printer to be Waterlow & Sons, possibly
confirmed by marginal annotations indicating that they
had been printed at Watford, a Waterlow location, but
also because of comments in the following paragraph.
In 1930 Sir William Waterlow was in court defending
the company from charges involving the Bank of
Portugal. As part of his defence he stated:
"The most controversial of all my jobs was one for the Secret
Service during the war. I never told any of my colleagues
about it...' Allegedly this task consisted of assisting the

Secret Service in counterfeiting German stamps. *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. *
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